Welcome to Shumaker PDT
Shumaker PDT provides you with unparalleled design expertise and a wide array of products and services to elevate your
event. Whether it is through our package services or custom design services, we seek to infuse your event with personal
touches that create a transformative event experience.
Working within your budget, we ensure each production element creates the most impact. Our event designers provide you
with photos, illustrations and layouts to present the design concepts proposed to you.
We connect directly with the venue to coordinate our installation and removal times. We offer a wide array of on-site services,
from full event management to our on-call service should any issues arise during the event. Your event is professionally
managed and implemented by our talented and experienced team of event professionals to ensure you celebrate with style!
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Package Services

Custom Design Services

We have gathered design elements that are the most
JVIUYIRXP]VIUYIWXIHJSVWTIGMƼGZIRYIWERHGVIEXIH
a packaged design.

Our in-house design specialists create a unique
look for your magical day.

We suggest our package services for clients
who look to:
ż
ż

Ɣ

Ɣ

We suggest our custom design services for
clients who look to:
ż

Enhance Excelsior and The Farm at
Eagles Ridge.
Add lighting, draping and other design
elements that are tailored to each venue
to help accentuate its unique features.

ż

ż

We provide one hour of in-house consultation
free of charge with one of our creative and
experienced event designers.
ż
ż

Additional costs incurred to meet on site.
Additional in-house consultations are billed
per hour.

Ɣ

Minimum order of $600 excluding delivery
and pickup.

Ɣ

To customize a package:
ż

ż

ż

“Design Time,” will be billed per hour after
the initial one-hour free consultation,
based on time spent redesigning the package.
“Project Management Time” billed per hour
added based on time spent choosing the
precise equipment to customize a package.
Additional equipment charges may apply.

ż

Ɣ

Add unique, custom elements to an event
comprised of existing packages.
Create an inviting event with custom design
elements in a venue not listed under the
“Package Services.”
Transform a space with a fully-realized,
unique design including lighting, decor, draping,
furniture and other design elements.
Enhance your guest’s experience by utilizing
our superior audio, video and production
services.

We provide one hour of in-house consultation
free of charge with one of our creative and
experienced event designers.
ż
ż

Additional costs incurred to meet on site.
Additional in-house consultations are billed
per hour.

Ɣ

Minimum order of $1200 excluding delivery
and pickup.

Ɣ

Design service pricing:
ż
ż

“Design Time,” will be billed per hour after the
initial one-hour free consultation.
“Project Management Time,” or time spent
coordinating the necessary equipment, layout,
and skilled labor will be billed per hour with
a minimum of two hours.

You dream it. We create it.
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The Farm at Eagles Ridge Packages
At Shumaker PDT, our award-winning staff provides you with unparalleled design expertise to make your day magical.
As a full-service event production company, Shumaker uses dramatic lighting, fabric elements and audiovisual displays
to transform your wedding into an unforgettable success.
Packages include the items listed along with labor for installation and removal.
Packages require a minimum order of $600, excluding tax, delivery and pickup costs.

Lighting Elements
Starlight Dance Floor and Chandelier Draping

$875

Starlight Dance Floor

$450

Oversized Edison Lamps from Beam

$425

3YVFIEYXMJYP'LERHIPMIV(VETMRKMWIRLERGIHF]XLIEHHMXMSRSJX[MROPIPMKLXW8[MROPIPMKLXWƽS[YRHIV
the draping and cascade down the beams while multiple strands create a canopy from the top of the chandelier
to the surrounding beams.
%FIEYXMJYPGERST]SJX[MROPIPMKLXWSZIVXLIWXERHEVHHERGIƽSSVPSGEXMSR7M\XIIRWXVERHWSJPMKLXWƽS[JVSQ
above the chandelier to the surrounding beams.
Fifteen oversized and varied style Edison lamps suspend from an existing overhead beam
(placement must be in front of large barn doors or directly opposite along back wall).

Suspended Ladder with Edison Lamps

$425

Fifteen oversized and varied style Edison lamps suspend from an antique seven- to eight-foot ladder, which
hangs from an existing overhead beam (placement must be in front of large barn doors or directly opposite
along back wall).

Wooden Plank with Suspended Edison Lamps

$225

A rustic six-foot-long wooden plank with seven oversized Edison lamps suspends from the beam in front of the
barn entrance doors.

Projected Dance Floor Pattern

$350

8I\XYVIHPMKLXMRKEGGIRXWXLIHERGIƽSSVEVIE4EXXIVRWIPIGXMSRWEVITVSZMHIHF]7LYQEOIV4(8
Covers a twenty-foot by twenty-foot area.

Dance Floor Festoon Lights

7XVERHWSJJIWXSSRPMKLXWGVMWWGVSWWMRXLIGIRXIVƈHERGIƽSSVƅFE]







$325



Projected Monogram

$300

Entertainment Lighting

$300

%HH]SYVTIVWSREPƽEMVXSXLIIZIRX[MXLETVSNIGXIHQSRSKVEQSVYRMUYIQIWWEKI'PMIRXQYWXTVSZMHI
monogram artwork in .ai or .eps format. Additional costs incurred for Shumaker to create artwork.
Highlight your band or entertainer with soft, white lighting.

Three-foot Industrial Pipe Chandelier

-RXVSHYGIERMRHYWXVMEPƽEMVYWMRKSYVTMTIGLERHIPMIVGSQTPIXI[MXLWXERHEVHWM^IH)HMWSRPEQTW





Thirty-inch White Beaded Chandelier

$320

$150

A white beaded eight-arm chandelier adds elegance and charm while providing ambient light.

Forty-inch White Beaded Chandelier

$200

A white beaded twelve-arm chandelier adds beauty and glamour while providing ambient light.

You dream it. We create it.
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Lighting Elements
Cake/DJ/Sweetheart Table Light

$150
each

Emphasize your cake, DJ, or sweetheart table with a soft glowing light.

White Uplight

$30
each

Perimeter lighting to wash walls with a gentle glow or provide accent lighting.

LED Static Colored Uplight

$50
each

Complement your color palette with colored perimeter uplighting.

Décor Elements
Dance Floor Bay Ceiling Draping

-ZSV]SV[LMXIGIMPMRKJEFVMGTIEOWSZIVLIEHMRXLIGIRXIVFE]SJXLIFEVRGEWGEHMRKWSJXP]XSXLIƽSSVMRXLI
back of the barn creating a soft entrance drape by the large barn doors.

$1,275

Festoon Curtain Backdrop for Dance Floor Bay Ceiling Drape

$375

A lighted backdrop using our festoon curtains and soft ivory or white draping creates a romantic setting for a
sweetheart or head table. Approximate size is eighteen-feet wide by twelve-feet high. This package complements
the Dance Floor Bay Ceiling Draping to enhance the look.

Classic Romance

$1,325

Create a glamorous softness with six sets of breezy, white draping to highlight the entire dining area.

Ethereal Elegance

$1,075

Enhance the ceiling with six ivory swags draping lengthwise in a graceful sweep across the ceiling.
The draping extends from the beam nearest the stairway to above the windows on the opposite wall.

Chandelier Draping

$500

Barn Window Draping

$450

*SYVMZSV]SV[LMXIJEFVMGW[EKWHVSTKVEGIJYPP]JVSQXLIGIRXIVGLERHIPMIVXSXLIFIEQWJVEQMRKXLIHERGIƽSSV

Ivory or white sheer drapes soften the windows to produce a graceful backdrop for your wedding party
or entertainment.

Elegant Entrance Drape

$375

Multiple panels of white or ivory draping criss-cross to create an elegant backdrop for your sweetheart table.

Traditional Barn Entrance Drape

$175

Ivory or white sheer fabric dresses the beams in front of the large barn doors creating a beautiful entrance
or a backdrop to your sweetheart table.

Traditional Barn Entrance Drape with Chandelier

$325

Ivory or white sheer fabric dresses the beams in front of the large barn doors creating a beautiful entrance
or a backdrop to your sweetheart table with the added romance of a thirty-inch chandelier.

Corn Crib Entrance Draping

$175

Ivory drapes billowing in the breeze create a welcoming entrance for guests.

Sweeping Luxury

$400

Boho Basket and Geo Ligh0ng

$475

*SYVTERIPWSJKSVKISYW[LMXISVMZSV]JEFVMGGEWYEPP]HVETIWSZIVXLIFIEQWXSJVEQIXLIHERGIƽSSV
in a swoon-worthy style.

Create a garden environment by introducing our wicker basket lanterns and geo chandeliers accented
with lush greenery.

You dream it. We create it.
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Décor Elements


Boho Chic Drape
Soft fabric drapes gracefully creating a romantic free-spirited feel. Select from white or ivory sheer fabric or
soft gray linen fabric suspended in the center bay in a natural and free form style. Each installation is as unique
as your wedding!

Enchanted Silhouette

$375

Suspended Nine-foot Floral Bar

$210

Rustic Bar Front

$300

&IEYXMJ]XLIHERGIƽSSV[MXLHIITP]W[EKKIH[LMXISVMZSV]GIMPMRKHVETMRKXSGVIEXIERIRGLERXIHVSQERXMGJIIP

-RGSSVHMREXMSR[MXL]SYVƽSVMWX7LYQEOIV4(8WYWTIRHWERMRIJSSXFEVJVSQXLIFIEQMRJVSRX
of the barn entrance door.

Add a touch of rustic atmosphere to your bar area with this eight-foot wooden bar surround.

Wooden Barrel Rental

$50
each

Rustic wooden barrels add charm to your decor.

Wooden Barrel Cake Table
Add
your
cake
display
with
thisthis
vintage
wooden
barrelbarrel
with awith
thirty-inch
Add aatouch
touchofofrustic
rus-ccharm
charmtoto
your
cake
display
with
vintage
wooden
a four-foot
wooden
tabletop.
top.
round table
Suspended Cake Table

$100

$150

Choose from our 48-inch round or our 48-inch by 30-inch rectangular rustic wooden cake table to create
a unique and charming cake display. Standard placement in front of stairs; additional costs may be incurred
to change placement.

Ceremony Audio

$700

Includes two speakers, two wireless microphones and an input for a playback device. Package includes audio
technician for audio production during ceremony and the installation and removal of audio gear.

Stages in Center Bay
Add a sixteen-foot wide, gray carpeted surface installed in the center bay along the outer wall, opposite from
the barn entrance doors. This stage has two height options of twelve inches or eighteen inches.

ƍ7M\XIIRJSSXF]8[IPZIJSSX7XEKI
ƍ7M\XIIRJSSXF]7M\XIIRJSSX7XEKI















Stages by Windows
Add a twelve-foot deep, gray carpeted stage installed along the widows in the barn. This stage has two height
options of twelve inches or eighteen inches.
.
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Delivery and Pickup

ƽEXJII

We also offer unique, custom design services for couples who desire an extraordinary event experience.
Prices are subject to change.

You dream it. We create it.
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Décor Elements


Boho Chic Drape

Soft fabric drapes gracefully creating a romantic free-spirited feel. Select from white or ivory sheer fabric or
The Granary
soft gray linen fabric suspended in the center bay in a natural and free form style. Each installation is as unique

$435

as your
wedding!
Granary
Ethereal
Draped Backdrop

Create a stylish backdrop in the Granary with white drape loosely criss crossed to create a so= roman?c
Enchanted Silhouette
sePng for your indoor ceremony.

$375

&IEYXMJ]XLIHERGIƽSSV[MXLHIITP]W[EKKIH[LMXISVMZSV]GIMPMRKHVETMRKXSGVIEXIERIRGLERXIHVSQERXMGJIIP

$320 $210
Granary Suspended
Pipe w/Edison
Lamps for Floral
Suspended
Nine-foot Floral
Bar
-RGSSVHMREXMSR[MXL]SYVƽ
SVMWX7LYQEOIV4(8WYWTIRHWERMRIJSSXFEVJVSQXLIFIEQMRJVSRX
Suspend our nine-foot ﬂoral
bar for your ﬂorist to dress, adding seven Edison lamps to create a glowing focal point
offor
theyour
barnGranary
entrance
door.
ceremony.
Rustic Bar Front
$300
Add a touch of rustic atmosphere to your bar area with this eight-foot wooden bar surround.

$210

Granary Suspended Pipe for Floral (Pipe Only)

Suspend our nine-foot ﬂoral bar for your ﬂorist to dress at the front of the Granary aisle to accent the
Wooden beau?ful
Barrel Rental
stone work.

$50
each

Rustic wooden barrels add charm to your decor.

Wooden Barrel Cake Table

$100

Add a touch of rustic charm to your cake display with this vintage wooden barrel with a thirty-inch
wooden table top.

The Carriage House

Suspended Cake Table

$150

Choose
our 48-inch
round- or
ourDrapes
48-inch by 30-inch rectangular rustic wooden cake table to create
Carriage
Housefrom
Outdoor
Draping
Two

$430

a unique
and ivory
charming
cake
display.
frontfor
of the
stairs;
additional
beCarriage
incurred
So=
textured
draping
is ?ed
backStandard
to createplacement
a beau?fulin
frame
couple
on thecosts
pa?o may
of the
to
change
placement.
House. This draping is centered on the stairs and cascades so=ly to the ground.

Ceremony
Audio
Carriage House
Outdoor Draping - Four Drapes

$630

So= textured ivory draping is ?ed back to create three openings on the pa?o of the Carriage House. The
Includes two speakers, two wireless microphones and an input for a playback device. Package includes audio
middle
sec?on of draping is centered on the stairs, while the outer sec?ons of draping cascades so=ly to the
technician for audio production during ceremony and the installation and removal of audio gear.
ground.

$700

Stages in Center Bay
Add a sixteen-foot wide, gray carpeted surface installed in the center bay along the outer wall, opposite from
the barn entrance doors. This stage has two height options of twelve inches or eighteen inches.

ƍ7M\XIIRJSSXF]8[IPZIJSSX7XEKI
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Stages by Windows
Add a twelve-foot deep, gray carpeted stage installed along the widows in the barn. This stage has two height
options of twelve inches or eighteen inches.
.
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Delivery and Pickup

ƽEXJII

We also offer unique, custom design services for couples who desire an extraordinary event experience.
Prices are subject to change.

You dream it. We create it.
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Backdrop Collections
At Shumaker PDT, our award-winning staff provides you with unparalleled design expertise to make your day
magical. As a full-service event production company, Shumaker uses dramatic lighting, fabric elements and
audiovisual displays to transform your wedding into an unforgettable success.
Packages include the items listed along with labor for installation and removal.

Three-Layer Festoon Curtain
A triple layer backdrop with ivory or white draping in the back, a lighted festoon curtain in the middle,
and sheer ivory or white textured fabric in front.

ƍ8[IPZIJSSX[MHIMZSV]SV[LMXIHVETI
ƍ8[IRX]JSYVJSSX[MHIMZSV]SV[LMXIHVETI








Circular Canopy
Create a stunning focal point with our ten-foot diameter circular canopy. You may select to use white or ivory drapes.
Canopy height can be 10-foot, 12-foot or 14- foot.



Square Canopy
Create a focal point with our square canopy measuring eight-foot by eight-foot. The height can be adjusted
to 10-foot or 12-foot. This canopy does not have a top and is made in either white or ivory drape.

Petite Canopy









For small locations where you would like to use a canopy, we have created our petite canopy.
Our eight-feet wide by three-feet deep by ten-feet high rectangle canopy is made in the ivory drape.

Industrial Chic Pipe Frame — Small









Add an industrial element to your wedding with our eight-foot high by ten-foot wide double layered antique gold
pipe frame. This can easily be transformed into a creative escort card display or sweetheart table backdrop.

Industrial Chic Pipe Frame — Large









Add height with our ten-foot high by ten-foot wide double layered antique gold pipe frame.

Cascading Fabric Addition to Industrial Chic Pipe Frame











Soften either size frame with white or ivory drape cascading asymmetrically from the top of your double
layered antique gold pipe frame.

Edison Lamp Addition to Industrial Chic Pipe Frame 









Add a little glow to either size double layered antique gold pipe frame backdrop with the addition of seven
oversized Edison lamps.

8VMSSJ6MRKW%HHMXMSRXS-RHYWXVMEP'LMG4MTI*VEQI 









A trio of antique gold rings (three-foot, four-foot and six-foot) adds a modern twist to either size of the double
layered antique gold pipe frame.

Wooden Hexagon Backdrop









Our wooden hexagon is just the right addition for a modern yet rustic style wedding. This can easily be used
as a ceremony backdrop, sweetheart table backdrop, or as a creative escort card display.

Small Chandelier Addition to Wooden Hexagon Backdrop









Add a touch of romance to our wooden hexagon with the addition of a petite white and crystal chandelier.

Fabric Addition to Wooden Hexagon Backdrop





7SJXIRXLI[SSHIRLI\EKSR[MXLEFVII^][LMXISVMZSV]HVETIƽS[MRKEW]QQIXVMGEPP]JVSQXLIXST
of the wooden frame.



You dream it. We create it.
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Backdrop Collections

+ISWLETI[MXL)HMWSR0EQT%HHMXMSRXS;SSHIR,I\EKSR&EGOHVST 
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8[IPZIJSSX-ZSV]SV;LMXI%W]QQIXVMGEP&EGOHVST 



6IMRJSVGI]SYVQSHIVRƽEMV[MXLEKSPHIRKISQIXVMGEPP]WLETIHGLERHIPMIV[MXLEWMRKPISZIVWM^IH)HMWSRPEQT
suspended from our wooden hexagon backdrop.
'SQFMRI]SYVQSHIVRƽEMV[MXLEXSYGLSJVSQERGIF]EHHMRKEKSPHIRKISQIXVMGEPP]WLETIHGLERHIPMIV
with a petite classic chandelier as the light source suspended from our wooden hexagon frame.





An asymmetrical fabric backdrop in either ivory or white drape creates a beautiful, soft focal point.

&S\[SSH;EPP
Add a twelve-foot tall faux green wall to create an organic, textured backdrop; includes blackout drape in back.

ƍ8[IPZIJSSX[MHIFS\[SSH[EPP

ƍ8[IRX]JSYVJSSX[MHIFS\[SSH[EPP














&EVR[SSH&EGOHVST
Warm barnwood panels in set vertically in an accordion-style.

ƍ8[IPZIJSSXLMKLF]IPIZIRJSSX[MHIFEVR[SSHFEGOHVST
ƍ8[IPZIJSSXLMKLF]IMKLXJSSX[MHIFEVR[SSHFEGOHVST
ƍ)MKLXJSSXLMKLF]IPIZIRJSSX[MHIFEVR[SSHFEGOHVST
ƍ)MKLXJSSXLMKLF]IMKLXJSSX[MHIFEVR[SSHFEGOHVST






Boxwood Garden Hedge

$215 each

Beautiful boxwood hedges on sturdy rolling casters create an organic garden backdrop.

Rustic Wooden Door

$190 each

Distressed wooden doors on sturdy rolling casters create a rustic focal point.

Please call our sales department for delivery cost.
We also offer unique, custom design services for couples who desire an extraordinary event experience.
Prices are subject to change.

You dream it. We create it.
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Lounge Collections
At Shumaker PDT, our award-winning staff provides you with unparalleled design expertise to make your day magical.
As a full-service event production company, Shumaker uses dramatic lighting, fabric elements and audiovisual displays
to transform your wedding into an unforgettable success.
Packages include the items listed along with labor for installation and removal.

The Neighborhood Collection
Hues of charcoal, slate and ivory upholstered furniture, combine with wood and glass accent tables to create a
sleek and comfortable lounge for guests. A choice of Hadley or Rosaline sofa, Iris Oatmeal Side Chair or Ivory/Grey
Slipper Chair (pending availability). Each package is accompanied with accent pillows (in-stock pillows only).

Chestnut Hill Package

8[SWSJEWJSYVGLEMVWJSYVIRHXEFPIWX[SGSJJIIXEFPIWX[SƽSSVPEQTWRMRIJSSXF]X[IPZIJSSXVYKEGGIRXTMPPS[W

$1,075

Stevens Package

$675

West End Package

$800

East Side Package

$600

3RIWSJEX[SGLEMVWX[SIRHXEFPIWSRIGSJJIIXEFPIX[SƽSSVPEQTWWM\JSSXF]RMRIJSSXVYKEGGIRXTMPPS[W
8[SWSJEWXLVIIIRHXEFPIWSRIGSJJIIXEFPISRIƽSSVPEQTRMRIJSSXF]X[IPZIJSSXVYKEGGIRXTMPPS[W
3RIWSJEX[SGLEMVWSRIGSJJIIXEFPISRIƽSSVPEQTWM\JSSXF]RMRIJSSXVYKEGGIRXTMPPS[W

The Mahogany Collection
Warm tones of mocha and espresso sofas and tables create a feeling of comfort and relaxation for guests.

Mocha Package

$900

Three sofas, two end tables, one coffee table, nine-foot by twelve-foot rug, accent pillows

Espresso Package

$700

Two sofas, Two end tables, one coffee table, six-foot by nine-foot rug, accent pillows

The Prestige Collection
Clean lines and a classic color palette mix to create a great stage set for a panel discussion or presentation.

Executive Package

$525

Four black chairs, one coffee table, two end tables

Discussion Package

$600

One charcoal sofa, two black chairs, two end tables, one coffee table, accent pillows

Q&A Package

$325

Two black chairs, one end table

Dialogue Package

$225

Two black barstools, one stainless hightop table

Creative Package

$950

Two charcoal sofas, four black chairs, two end tables, one coffee table, accent pillows

You dream it. We create it.
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Lounge Collections

Vibrance Collection
Vibrantly colored furniture adds a mid-century vibe when combined with natural wood and glass tables to create a
chic lounge collection. Choose from multiple color chairs, including navy, orange and yellow barrel and armchairs.

Vivid Package

$585

Radiant Package

$585

-RGPYHIWSRIGSYGLX[SGLEMVWSRIGSJJIIXEFPIX[SIRHXEFPIWERHEƼZIJSSXF]WIZIRJSSXVYK
Includes two couches, one coffee table and two end tables and a nine-foot by twelve-foot rug

Energetic Package

$575

Includes four chairs, one coffee table, two end tables, and a nine-foot by twelve-foot rug

The Al Fresco Collection
A dark-stained natural wood slat frame with ivory cushions create the perfect outdoor lounge vignette.

Natural Package

$400

One loveseat, two chairs and matching wood slat coffee table

The Garden Collec.on
Warm toned wooden benches in a tradi?onal style.

Courtyard Package

$175

Two wooden benches add character to your event and are perfectly at home in a contemporary or tradi?onal, aesthe?c.

Delivery costs will apply. Please check with your sales representative for details.
We also offer unique, custom design services for couples who desire an extraordinary event experience.
Prices are subject to change.

You dream it. We create it.
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Lounge Collections

The Contemporary Collec.on

Vibrance
Collection
The Contemporary Collec?on features furniture with sleek lines crea?ng an airy, chic feel in any space.
Vibrantly colored furniture adds a mid-century vibe when combined with natural wood and glass tables to create a
chic Art
lounge
collection. Choose from multiple color chairs, including navy, orange and yellow barrel and armchairs.
Modern
Package

$375

Two white oQomans and one acrylic end table convey contemporary elegance.

Vivid Package

$585

ZIJSSXF]WIZIRJSSXVYK
Urban-RGPYHIWSRIGSYGLX[SGLEMVWSRIGSJJIIXEFPIX[SIRHXEFPIWERHEƼ
Opulence Package

TwoPackage
white sofas with chrome legs, two acrylic end tables and one acrylic coﬀee table imbue sophis?cated glamor that is
Radiant

$585
$825

sleek
and fresh.
Includes
two couches, one coffee table and two end tables and a nine-foot by twelve-foot rug

Energetic
Package
Clean Cut
Package

$575
$700

The
Al FrescoDesign
Collection
Contemporary
Package

$775

Includes four chairs, one coffee table, two end tables, and a nine-foot by twelve-foot rug
Four white armchairs with chrome legs, two acrylic end tables and one acrylic coﬀee table with clean lines create a modern,
minimalist collec?on.

OneAwhite
sofa and natural
two white
armchairs
with chrome
legs,
two acrylic
end tables,
and one
acryliclounge
coﬀee table
catch the light
dark-stained
wood
slat frame
with ivory
cushions
create
the perfect
outdoor
vignette.
and add glimmers of interest to any event.

Natural Package

loveseat, two chairs and matching wood slat coffee table
SleekOne
Style
Package

$400

$975

Two white sofas with chrome legs and two white rectangular oQomans are accompanied by two acrylic end tables and one
acrylic coﬀee table to create a sculptural feel of subtle sophis?ca?on.

Mod White Q&A Package

$175

Two modern white bar stools ﬂank a stainless steel high top table perfect for a ques?on-and-answer style conversa?on.

Delivery costs will apply. Please check with your sales representative for details.
We also offer unique, custom design services for couples who desire an extraordinary event experience.
Prices are subject to change.

You dream it. We create it.
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